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Neural Estimates of Imagined Outcomes in Basolateral
Amygdala Depend on Orbitofrontal Cortex
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Reciprocal connections between the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (BLA) provide a critical
circuit for guiding normal behavior when information about expected outcomes is required. Recently, we reported that outcome signal-
ing by OFC neurons is also necessary for learning in the face of unexpected outcomes during a Pavlovian over-expectation task. Key to
learning in this task is the ability to build on prior learning to infer or estimate an amount of reward never previously received. OFC was
critical to this process. Notably, in parallel work, we found that BLA was not necessary for learning in this setting. This suggested a
dissociation in which the BLA might be critical for acquiring information about the outcomes but not for subsequently using it to make
novel predictions. Here we evaluated this hypothesis by recording single-unit activity from BLA in rats during the same Pavlovian
over-expectation task used previously. We found that spiking activity recorded in BLA in control rats did reflect novel outcome estimates
derived from the integration of prior learning, however consistent with a model in which this process occurs in the OFC, these correlates
were entirely abolished by ipsilateral OFC lesions. These data indicate that this information about these novel predictions is represented
in the BLA, supported via direct or indirect input from the OFC, even though it does not appear to be necessary for learning.
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Introduction
Outcome-dependent behavioral control allows individuals to
promptly adapt to changes in the environment. Historically, the
basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)
are two key components of the circuit important for such behav-
ioral control (Jones and Mishkin, 1972). More recently, numer-
ous studies have shown that both areas are necessary for changes

in behavioral paradigms that reflect a knowledge of impending
outcomes, such as reinforcer devaluation (Hatfield et al., 1996;
Málkováet al., 1997; Gallagher et al., 1999; Baxter et al., 2000;
Balleine et al., 2003; Izquierdo et al., 2004; Machado and Bache-
valier, 2007; Ostlund and Balleine, 2008; Rudebeck et al., 2013b;
Zeeb and Winstanley, 2013) and associative encoding in the two
areas is typically interdependent (Schoenbaum et al., 2003; Sad-
doris et al., 2005; Hampton et al., 2007; Rudebeck et al., 2013a).
Although there is still some debate about the relative involvement
of the two regions in learning versus using information (Blundell
et al., 2001; Pickens et al., 2003, 2005; Wellman et al., 2005; John-
son et al., 2009; West et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013; Gore et al.,
2015), these studies illustrate the close relationship between BLA
and OFC in acquiring and then using outcome expectancies to
guide behavior.

There is also evidence that OFC can use information of ex-
pected outcomes to facilitate learning. Although this is evident in
a variety of settings (Jones and Mishkin, 1972; Walton et al., 2010;
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Significance Statement

The basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (BLA) and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) are involved in behavior that depends on
knowledge of impending outcomes. Recently, we found that only the OFC was necessary for using such information for learning in
a Pavlovian over-expectation task. The current experiment was designed to search for neural correlates of this process in the BLA
and, if present, to ask whether they would still be dependent on OFC input. We found that although spiking activity in BLA in
control rats did reflect the novel outcome estimates underlying learning, these correlates were entirely abolished by OFC lesions.
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McDannald et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2012), it is perhaps most clear
in Pavlovian over-expectation. In this task (Rescorla, 1970), a
subject learns that two cues are independent predictors of reward.
Subsequently these two cues are presented together for several
sessions, still followed by the normal amount of reward, then are
finally presented separately in a probe test. Most subjects show a
sudden decline in conditioned responding when the cues are sep-
arated. This decline occurs on the very first trial and shows all the
hallmarks of extinction learning (Rescorla, 2006, 2007). How-
ever, unlike typical extinction, which is induced by omitting the
outcome that has been received in prior training, here extinction
is induced by tricking the subjects into expecting more than the
amount normally delivered via compounding of the cues. Inter-
estingly, the OFC is necessary for this type of extinction (Taka-
hashi et al., 2009, 2013), even when it is not required for
extinguishing the prior learning in response to omission (Burke
et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2009). Further, OFC neurons show
changes in firing at the time of compound cue presentation that
suggest its role is to integrate the prior predictions to generate the
novel outcome estimate (Takahashi et al., 2013).

In contrast, inactivation of the BLA has no effect on this form
of extinction learning (Haney et al., 2010). This provides a novel
dissociation between these two areas. Combined with evidence of
a relative imbalance between BLA and OFC in the acquisition
versus the manipulation/use of such associative information
(Pickens et al., 2003), this suggests a model in which the BLA
might represent the retrospectively acquired associative informa-
tion, whereas the OFC might be more important for taking that
information and using it prospectively. This model would be
consistent with prior studies in which BLA damage affected asso-
ciative correlates in OFC broadly (Schoenbaum et al., 2003),
whereas OFC damage had a more circumscribed effect on
outcome-anticipatory firing after a response was made (Saddoris
et al., 2005). If this were true, then we would predict that single-
unit firing in the BLA to be primarily related to the previously
acquired elemental associations, and that any neural correlates
related to the compound cue and the generation of the novel,
heightened estimates of reward, which are generated on-the-fly,
would be entirely dependent on input from OFC.

Here we tested this hypothesis by recording single-unit activ-
ity from BLA in rats during Pavlovian over-expectation. Consis-
tent with the proposed model, we found that although spiking
activity in BLA in control rats did reflect novel outcome estimates
derived from the integration of prior learning, these correlates
were entirely abolished by ipsilateral OFC lesions. These data
indicate that information about these novel predictions is repre-
sented in the BLA, supported via direct or indirect input from the
OFC.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-five male Long–Evans rats (Charles River Laboratories)
weighing 250 –275 g upon arrival were housed individually on a 12 h
light/dark schedule (lights on at 7:00 A.M.). All rats were given ad libitum
access to food except during testing periods. During behavioral testing
(over-expectation training), rats were food deprived to 85% of their
baseline weight, by giving 10 g of pellets each day until the desired weight
was reached and then maintained at 85% with 15 g of pellets per day.
Water was freely available throughout the experiments. No statistical test
was run to determine sample size a priori. The sample sizes we chose are
similar to those used in previous publications. All testing was conducted
at the National Institute on Drug Abuse Intramural Research Program in
accordance with NIH guidelines.

Stereotaxic surgeries and histology. Drivable bundles of 10- to 25-�m-
diameter FeNiCr recording electrodes (Stablohm 675, California Fine

Wire) were implanted unilaterally in BLA under stereotaxic guidance at
3.0 mm posterior and 5.0 mm lateral to bregma and 7.5 mm ventral to the
brain surface. Electrodes were advanced subsequently into final positions
within BLA during recording. These rats were divided into three groups
(Naive, Sham, and OFC-lesioned). Rats in the OFC-lesioned group (n �
9) received unilateral infusions of NMDA (12.5 �g/�l) into OFC to
create neurotoxic lesions ipsilateral to the recording electrode. Rats in the
sham group (n � 10) received infusions of saline vehicle at the same
location, and rats in the nonsurgical group (n � 6) received no injections.
Coordinates for OFC infusions were as follows: 0.05 �l: AP: �3.0 mm;
ML: �3.2 mm; DV: �5.2 mm; 0.1 �l; AP: �3.0 mm; ML: �4.2 mm; DV:
�5.2 mm; 0.1 �l: AP: �4.0 mm; ML: �2.2 mm; DV: �3.8 mm; 0.1 �l:
AP: �4.0 mm; ML: �3.7 mm; DV: �3.8 mm.

At the end of the single-unit recording experiment, the brains were
removed from the skulls and processed for histology using standard tech-
niques to verify the final electrode position and the lesioned area. To
verify the final electrode position, rats were deeply anesthetized and the
final electrode position was marked by the passage of a current though
each microwire to create a small iron deposit. The rats were then perfused
with 4% PFA and potassium ferrocyanide solution to visualize the iron
deposit.

Pavlovian over-expectation training. Following recovery, rats began
Pavlovian over-expectation training. Rats received the training in alumi-
num chambers �18 inches on each side with sloping walls narrowing to
an area of 12 � 12 inches at the bottom. A food cup was recessed in the
center of one end wall. Entries were monitored by photobeam. Two food
dispensers containing 45 mg sucrose pellets (banana- or grape-flavored;
Bio-Serv) delivered pellets to the food cup. White noise or a tone, each
measuring �76 dB, was delivered via a wall speaker. A clicker (2 Hz) and
a 6 W bulb were also mounted on that wall.

Rats were shaped to retrieve food pellets, and then underwent 12 con-
ditioning sessions. In each session, the rats received eight 30 s presenta-
tions of three different auditory stimuli (A1, A2, and A3) and one visual
stimulus (V). Each session consisted of eight blocks, and each block
consisted of 4 presentations of a cue. The order of cue-blocks was coun-
terbalanced and randomized. For all conditioning, V consisted of a cue
light, and A1, A2, and A3 consisted of a tone, clicker or white noise,
respectively (counterbalanced). Two differently flavored sucrose pellets
(banana and grape, designated as O1 and O2, counterbalanced) were
used as rewards. A1 and V terminated with delivery of three pellets of O1,
and A2 terminated with delivery of three pellets of O2. A3 was paired with
no food. After completion of conditioning training, rats received a single
session of compound probe (CP). During the first half of the session, the
initial conditioning continued, with six trials each of four cues, in a
blocked design, with order counterbalanced. During the second half of
the session, compound training began with six trials of concurrent A1
and V presentation, followed by delivery of three pellets, the same
amount of reward received during initial conditioning. A2, A3, and V
continued to be presented as in initial conditioning, with six trials each
stimulus. These cues were also presented in a blocked design with order
counterbalanced. After the compound probe, rats received 3 d of com-
pound training sessions (CP2–CP4) with 12 presentations of A1V, A2,
A3, and V. One day after the last compound training, rats received a
single extinction probe session (PB). During the first half of the session,
the compound training continued with six presentations of A1V, A2, A3,
and V. During second half of the session, rats received eight non-
reinforced presentations of A1, A2, and A3, with the order mixed and
counterbalanced.

Following the probe test, the electrode was typically advanced to a new
location, and the rats repeated days 11 and 12 of conditioning and then
underwent additional rounds of over-expectation training to acquire
additional data. This was done up to two times for a given rat, resulting in
12 rounds of training for the nonsurgical group, 24 rounds of training for
the sham group and 17 rounds of training for the OFC-lesion group.
Neural data from the initial compound and extinction days were not
statistically different from data gathered in later rounds of training and
thus these neurons were analyzed together in the text.

The primary measure of conditioning to cues was the percentage of
time that each rat spent with its head in the food cup during the last 20 s
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conditioned stimulus (CS) presentation, as indicated by disruption of the
photobeam. We also measured the percentage of time that each rat
showed rearing behavior during the last 20 s CS period. To correct for
time spent rearing, the percentage of responding during the last 20 s CS
was calculate as follows: percentage of responding � 100 � ([% of time
in food cup]/[100 �% of time of rearing]).

Single-unit recording. Throughout the Pavlovian over-expectation
training, rats were attached to the recording cable and before each ses-
sion, wires were screened for activity. Active wires were selected for re-
cording, and the session was begun. On the rare occasion that �4/8 wires
were active, the electrode assembly was advanced 40 or 80 �m at the end
of the session. Otherwise, the electrode was kept in the same position
between sessions within a single round of over-expectation training. Af-
ter the extinction probe test, ending a round of training, the electrode
assembly was advanced 80 �m regardless of the number of active wires to
acquire activity from a new group of neurons in any subsequent training.

Neural activity was recorded using two identical Plexon Multichannel
Acquisition Processor Systems, interfaced with training chambers de-
scribed above. After amplification and filtering, waveforms (�2.5:1
signal-to-noise) were extracted from active channels and recorded to
disk by an associated workstation with event timestamps. Units were
stored using Offline Sorter software from Plexon, using a template-
matching algorithm. Sorted files were processed in Neuroexplorer to
extract unit timestamps and relevant event markers and analyzed in
MATLAB.

Firing activity in the last 20 s of each CS was compared with activity in
the last 20 s of the pre-CS period by t test ( p � 0.05). Neurons with
significantly higher activity during at least one of the four cues were
defined as “cue-responsive” as described in the main text. Normalized
firing rate was calculated by dividing the mean firing rate during the last
20 s of CS by the mean firing rate in the last 20 s of pre-CS period.

Results
We recorded single-unit activity from the BLA in naive, sham and
OFC-lesioned rats during training on a Pavlovian over-
expectation task (Rescorla, 1970; Fig. 1a). The Pavlovian over-
expectation task was identical to that used in prior recording
studies (Takahashi et al., 2013; Lucantonio et al., 2014). This task
consists of three phases: initial conditioning, compound training,
and extinction testing. In initial conditioning, rats are trained
that each of several different cues predicts the same amount of
reward in the same location. In subsequent compound training,
two of the cues are presented together still followed by the same
reward. Rats often show increased responding to this compound
cue, termed summation, which is thought to reflect a novel and
immediate expectation for increased reward. However, because
the compound cue yields the same reward as each individual cue,
the novel, increased expectation results in a negative prediction

Figure 1. Task design and histology. a, Shown is the task design and experimental timeline. A1, A2, and A3 are auditory cues (tone, white noise, and clicker, counterbalanced). V is a visual cue
(a cue light). Two differently flavored sucrose pellets were used as reward (banana- or grape-flavored sucrose pellets, represented by solid or empty circles, counterbalanced). Training began with
12 conditioning sessions (CD1–CD12), in which each cue was presented eight times. A1 and V cues were paired with the same reward (3 pellets) and A2 was paired with the other reward (3 pellets).
A3 was paired with no reward. After completion of the last conditioning session, rats underwent a single compound probe session (CP1) followed by three compound training sessions (CP2–CP4).
During the first half of the compound probe session (CP 1/2), rats continued to receive simple conditioning. During the second half (CP 2/2), rats began compound training in which A1 and V were
presented together as a compound (A1/V), followed by delivery of the same reward (3 pellets). A2, A3, and V continued to be presented as in simple conditioning. During the compound training
sessions (CP2–CP4), rats received presentations of A1/V, A2, A3, and V. After completion of the last compound training session, rats underwent a single extinction probe session (PB). The first half
of the session (PB 1/2) consisted of further compound training. During the second half of the session (PB 2/2), rats received eight non-reinforced presentations of A1, A2, and A3 with the order mixed
and counterbalanced. b, Drawing illustrating the location of recording sites in BLA in control group and OFC-lesioned animals. Boxes indicate approximate location of recording sites, taking into
account any vertical distance traveled during training and the approximate lateral spread of the electrode bundle. c, Minimum (black) and maximum (line) OFC lesion extent are shown for bregma
�4.7, �3.7, �2.7 (adapted from Paxinos and Watson, 1998).
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error and hence new learning. This is made apparent by an im-
mediate decline in responding to one of the compounded cues
when it is presented later, by itself, in the extinction test. As in
previous recording studies, to examine firing from the same
single-units across the critical transition points between simple
conditioning and compound training and between compound
training and extinction testing, these sessions were compressed
into two “probe” sessions (Fig. 1a). All other data come from
sessions separated by at least 1 d; we will not make any claims
about whether we are recording the same neurons across days
(Table 1 shows a full account of the numbers of neurons recorded
in different phases).

Electrodes were implanted before any training (Fig. 1b). Rats
in the OFC-lesioned group (n � 9) also received unilateral infu-
sions of NMDA (12.5 �g/�l) into OFC to create neurotoxic le-
sions ipsilateral to the recording electrode. We used unilateral
lesions ipsilateral to our recording electrodes to remove the pri-
mary source of OFC input to our recording site without con-
founding any neural changes with changes in behavior. Indeed,
bilateral OFC lesions would have prevented both summation and
the resultant extinction learning (Takahashi et al., 2009). Rats in
the sham group (n � 10) received the same infusions of saline
vehicle. Rats in the naive group (n � 6) received no infusions.
Neural and behavioral data from naive rats were not statistically
different from data gathered in sham rats (F values �0.0012, p
values �0.97), and thus these animals were analyzed together in
the text and we will refer to them as a control group. NMDA
infusions targeted the ventral and lateral orbital areas and ventral
and dorsal agranular insular areas (Fig. 1c).

Conditioning (Fig. 1a) consisted of presentations of three au-
ditory cues (A1, A2, and A3, counterbalanced) and a visual cue
(V). Each of these was paired with three sucrose pellets, except
A3, which served as a CS�. Control and OFC-lesioned rats
showed similar increases in conditioned responding to A1, A2,
and V across sessions (Fig. 2a,b). A three-factor ANOVA (ses-
sion � cue � treatment) comparing conditioned responding
during cue presentation demonstrated significant main effects of
both cue and session (cue: F(3,69) � 21.8, p � 0.01; session: F(5,115)

� 71.7, p � 0.01), as well as a significant interaction between
them (F(15,345) � 30.9, p � 0.01). However, there were neither
significant main effects nor any interactions with treatment (F
values �2.07, p values �0.11). Post hoc testing also showed that
there were no differences in responding to A1 and A2 at any point
in training in either group.

Conditioning was paralleled by a modest increase in the prev-
alence of cue-evoked neural activity in both control (Fig. 2c) and
OFC-lesioned rats (Fig. 2d). Cue-evoked activity was present in
�40% of the BLA neurons recorded in the first two sessions of
conditioning, consisting of neurons that either increased or de-
creased firing to at least one of the four cues. With subsequent
training, the proportion of neurons that showed a phasic increase
in firing grew, whereas the proportion of neurons that suppressed
firing did not change substantially (� 2 test; Fig. 2c,d). This sug-
gests that the inhibitory neurons were not representing the rele-
vant associations. Thus, the analyses presented here are focused
on the population of neurons that showed excitatory phasic re-
sponses to the cues. Please note that neurons that showed inhib-
itory phasic responses to cues did not show any of the critical
effects discussed below (data not shown).

At the end of conditioning, rats were trained in a compound
probe session (Fig. 1a, CP). This session consisted of additional
conditioning (CP 1/2) followed by compound training (CP 2/2),
in which A1 and V were presented concurrently (A1V) followed
by delivery of three pellets, the same amount of reward received
in initial conditioning. A2, A3, and V were presented individually
throughout compound training and were followed by the same
reward as in initial conditioning. Both groups showed a signifi-
cant increase in responding to A1 when it was presented in com-
pound with V (Fig. 3a,b). A three-factor ANOVA (cue � phase �
treatment) showed a significant interaction between cue and
phase (F(3,69) � 0.76, p � 0.01), due to a significant increase in
responding to A1 when it was paired with V (Fig. 3b). However,
there were neither significant main effects nor any interactions
with treatment (F values �1.24, p values �0.27). Notably, the
increased responding to the A1V compound cue was specific;
neither group showed any change in responding to the A2 control
cue between the two phases.

We recorded 87 neurons from BLA in control rats and 54
neurons from BLA in OFC-lesioned rats during the compound
probe session. These populations included 19 in the control
group and 15 in the OFC-lesioned group that exhibited an excit-
atory phasic response to at least one of the cues during the con-
ditioning phase. Behavioral summation at the start of compound
training in the control group was accompanied by a sudden in-
crease in the phasic neural response to the compound cue in these
neurons in the controls (Fig. 3c,e) but not in the OFC-lesioned
group (Fig. 3d,f). Two-factor ANOVA’s (treatment � phase)
showed significant effects of treatment and phase and a signifi-
cant interaction between treatment and phase on the pattern of
firing to A1 (treatment: F(1,32) � 4.55, p � 0.040; phase: F(1,32) �
7.93, p � 0.008; interaction: F(1,32) � 13.42, p � 0.0009) but not
A2 (treatment: F(1,32) � 2.78, p � 0.10; phase: F(1,32) � 0.19, p �
0.66; interaction: F(1,32) � 0.57, p � 0.45), due to a significant
increase in firing to A1 in the control but not in the OFC-lesioned
group at the start of compound training. Post hoc analysis showed
a significant difference between firing to A1 in control group
during the compound phase compared with firing to A1 during
the conditioning phase (p � 0.0003), and a significant difference
to firing to A1 in compound and conditioning phases in OFC-
lesioned animals (p � 0.02).

The contrast between control and OFC-lesioned rats was also
evident in index scores, capturing the change in neural activity in
each cue-responsive neuron to A1 and A2 between conditioning
and compound training. In the control group, the distribution of
these index scores shifted significantly above zero for A1 but not
for A2 (Fig. 3g,h), whereas in the OFC-lesioned group, the distri-
bution of the index scores did not shift for either cue (Fig. 3i,j). A1

Table 1. Number of cells recorded in each training phase in both groups

Session

Learned

All Increase Decrease

Control OFC-lesion Control OFC-lesion Control OFC-lesion

Conditioning CD1–2 41 30 8 3 10 7
CD3– 4 40 18 9 3 11 5
CD5– 6 37 35 8 11 12 8
CD7– 8 43 34 14 11 12 8
CD9 –10 59 45 15 12 13 11
CD11–12 101 55 36 16 24 14

Compound
probe

CP 87 54 19 15 16 12

Compound
training

CP2 81 31 23 9 15 7
CP3 68 27 15 6 13 4
CP4 68 44 20 9 14 8

Extinction
probe

PB 80 58 16 11 17 12
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also differed significantly between groups (Mann–Whitney U
test, z � 2.74, p � 0.006). The shift in firing to the A1 cue in the
control group was directly correlated with increased conditioned
responding to the compound cue (Fig. 3k), confirming that neu-
ral summation in BLA predicted behavioral summation in the
control rats. No correlation was found in OFC-lesion rats
(Fig. 3l).

Importantly, the spontaneous increase in firing to the A1V
compounded cue observed in the control group was not simply a
reflection of the increased sensory input associated with the sud-
den combination of the two cues, but rather tracked the elevated
expectations of reward. The A1/A2 firing ratio increased signifi-
cantly at the start of compound training in control rats but then
declined in subsequent sessions, consistent with learning (Fig.

3m; F(1,18) � 6.52, p � 0.02). By contrast, in the OFC-lesion
group, activity to A1 and A2 remained similar and was stable
from the end of conditioning to the last compound session (Fig.
3n; F(1,14) � 0.23, p � 0.64).

At the end of compound training, the rats were tested in an
extinction probe session (Fig. 1a, PB). This session consisted of
additional compound training (PB 1/2) followed by extinction
(PB 2/2), in which A1 and the other auditory cues were presented
alone without the food reward. As expected, in both groups,
when A1 was separated from V at the start of extinction, the rats
showed a sudden and selective decline in responding, which per-
sisted throughout the extinction phase (Fig. 4a,b). Importantly,
the reduction in responding to A1 was evident on the first trial of
extinction. A three-factor ANOVA (cue � trial � treatment)

Figure 2. Conditioned responding and cue-evoked activity during simple conditioning. a, b, Plot illustrating increase in conditioned responding as a percentage of time in the food cup during
each of the four cues across sessions in control (a), and in OFC-lesioned (b) trained rats. Red diamond, A1; blue square, A2; green circle, A3; and yellow triangle, V. c, d, Proportions of neurons that
were significantly responsive to any of the four cues in control (c), and in OFC-lesioned (d) trained rats. Bars indicate percentage of cue-responsive neurons within each pair of sessions and separated
by those that increased (white) or decreased (black) firing rate compared with baseline. *p � 0.05; ns, Not significant.
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revealed a significant interaction between
cue and trial (F(14,322) � 21.9, p � 0.01),
due to a significant decline in responding
to A1 when it was separated from V. How-
ever, there were neither significant main
effects nor any interactions with treat-
ment (F values �3.56, p values �0.07).

We recorded 80 neurons from BLA in
control rats and 58 neurons from BLA in
OFC-lesioned rats during the extinction
probe session, including 16 in the control
group and 11 in the OFC-lesioned group
exhibiting an excitatory phasic response
to at least one of the cues. In the control
group, the firing spontaneously declined
at the start of extinction training to A1
(Fig. 4c; F(1,15) � 13.45, p � 0.002) but not
for A2 (Fig. 4e; F(1,15) � 2.01, p � 0.17).
Neurons recorded from OFC-lesioned
rats showed no significant change in firing
(Fig. 4d–f; A1: F(1,10) � 2.40; p � 0.15; A2:
F(1,10) � 2.77, p � 0.13).

This contrast in effects was also evident
in the distribution of index scores com-
paring firing of each neuron to A1 and A2
at the end of compound training versus
the first trial in extinction. In the control
group, the distribution of these scores was
shifted below zero for A1 but not A2 (Fig.
4g,h), and the shift to the A1 cue on the
first trial was directly correlated with re-
duced responding in that session (Fig. 4k).
Notably, reduced behavioral responding
to A1 was inversely correlated with neural

4

Figure 3. Cue-evoked activity summates at the start of
compound training in control but not in OFC-lesioned rats. a,
b, Conditioned responding in control (a) and OFC-lesioned (b)
trained rats at the end of conditioning (CP 1/2) and through
compound training (CP 2/2 and CP2-CP4). Error bars indicate
SEM. c–f, Population activity across all cue-responsive neu-
rons to A1, V (c, d), and A2 (e, f) during the compound probe
session; dark and light lines illustrate activity during the con-
ditioning and compound phases of the session, respectively.
Gray shading indicates SEM, and gray horizontal bars indicate
the period of cue presentation. g–j, Distribution of summation
index scores for firing to A1 (g, i) and A2 (h, j) in the compound
probe. Index scores were computed for each neuron based on
the change in mean normalized firing to the relevant cue be-
tween conditioning and compound training, using the follow-
ing formula: (firing CP 2/2 � firing CP 1/2)/(firing CP 2/2 �
firing CP 1/2). Black bars represent neurons in which the dif-
ference in firing was statistically significant (t test, p � 0.05).
k, l, Scatter plots showing relationship between the change in
behavior and neural activity to A1 in the compound probe ses-
sion. Neural summation index scores were computed for firing
to A1 as described above; behavioral summation index scores
were computed similarly, for each session in which a cue-
responsive neuron was recorded, but using conditioned re-
sponding instead of firing. m, n, Line plots showing the ratio
between normalized firing to A1 and A2 during each com-
pound training session (CP–CP4). N values indicate number of
cue-responsive neurons in each session. Error bars indicate
SEM. *p � 0.05.
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summation measured in the first com-
pound training session (Fig. 4m). Thus,
the stronger the neural response to the
compound cue at the start of compound
training, the weaker conditioned re-
sponding to the A1 cue at the start of ex-
tinction. In the OFC-lesioned group, the
distribution of the index scores did not
shift for either cue (Fig. 4i,j), and there
were no correlations between conditioned
responding and neural activity (Fig. 4l,n).
Thus, neural estimates of outcomes in
BLA were predictive of both behavior and
learning in rats that had an intact OFC but
not in rats that had an OFC lesion ipsilat-
eral to the recording electrode.

Discussion
Here we examined the potential basis of
the apparent dissociation between the
BLA and OFC in inferring novel out-
comes for the purpose of learning in a
Pavlovian over-expectation task. This is a
task in which extinction learning is driven
by an experimental manipulation, com-
pound presentation of two previously
conditioned cues, which is designed to in-
crease the amount of reward expected,
rather than by reward omission (Rescorla,
1970). Importantly, the increased expec-
tation of reward induced by the com-
pounding of the two cues requires the
subject to integrate the historical or retro-
spective significance of the two cues to in-
fer or estimate an amount of reward that
may come in the future. We have shown
previously that this prospective, integra-

Figure 4. Cue-evoked activity spontaneously declined at the start of extinction training in control but not in OFC-lesioned rats.
a, b, Conditioned responding in control (a) and OFC-lesioned (b) trained rats as a percentage of time in the food cup during each cue
at the end of compound training (PB 1/2) and during the eight trials of extinction (Trials 1– 8 and bar graph showing means). Error

4

bars indicate SEM (*p � 0.05). c–f, Population activity across
all cue-responsive neurons to A1, V(c, d) and A2 (e, f) during
the extinction probe session; light and dark lines illustrate ac-
tivity during the compound phase and on the first trial (1T) of
extinction during the session, respectively. Gray shading indi-
cates SEM, and gray horizontal bars indicate the period of cue
presentation. g–j, Distribution of over-expectation index
scores for firing to A1 (g, i) and A2 (h, j) in the extinction probe.
Index scores were computed for each neuron based on the
change in mean normalized firing to the relevant cue between
compound training and the first trial of extinction, using the
following formula: (firing PB 1T � firing PB 1/2)/(firing PB 1T
� firing PB 1/2). Black bars represent neurons in which the
difference in firing was statistically significant (t test, p �
0.05). k, l, Scatter plots showing relationship between the
change in behavior and neural activity to A1 on the first trial of
extinction training. Neural over-expectation index scores were
computed for firing to A1 as described above; behavioral over-
expectation index scores were computed similarly, for each
session in which a cue-responsive neuron was recorded, but
using conditioned responding instead of firing. m, n, Scatter
plots showing relationship between the change in behavior on
the first trial of extinction and neural activity to A1 at the start
of compound training. Neural summation index scores were
computed for firing to A1 as described in Figure 3.
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tive function depends critically upon the OFC. Rats lacking OFC
function due to lesions (Takahashi et al., 2009), pharmacological
inactivation (Takahashi et al., 2009), or optogenetic inhibition
specifically at the time of cue integration (Takahashi et al., 2013)
fail to learn, even in the face of normal extinction from reward
omission (Burke et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2009).

Interestingly, in a single study, inactivation of the BLA had no
effect on extinction induced by over-expectation; rats that re-
ceived infusions of GABA agonists into BLA before compound
training sessions showed entirely normal extinction assessed in
later probe testing (Haney et al., 2010). Given the close historical
correspondence in the functions of the OFC and BLA, this disso-
ciation is striking as it suggests a novel distinction in how these
two areas might be involved in using associative information. For
example, the BLA might be more important for the acquisition
and representation of information based on past experience,
whereas the OFC might be more important for using that infor-
mation to make predictions about future events. Normally these
two functions would be closely related; however, under some
circumstances, as for example when prior information must
be used to make somewhat novel predictions, they might diverge,
leading to impairments after inactivation of one area but not the
other. For example, the BLA is important for the acquisition of
information necessary for Pavlovian reinforcer devaluation
(Hatfield et al., 1996; Málkováet al., 1997; Machado and Bache-
valier, 2007); however, it is sometimes not required for the use of
this information after it is acquired and perhaps updated (Pick-
ens et al., 2003; Wellman et al., 2005; but see Johnson et al., 2009).
By contrast, the OFC is typically necessary whenever such infor-
mation must be used, on-the-fly, to generate predictions about
future outcomes (Pickens et al., 2003, 2005; Takahashi et al.,
2009; West et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2012).

With this background, the current experiment was designed
simply to examine neural correlates of this generative process in
the BLA and to ask whether any such correlates might be depen-
dent on input, either direct or indirect, from the OFC. Our hy-
pothesis had two main predictions. The first and strongest
prediction was simply that single-unit activity in the BLA would
not reflect the novel reward estimates required for learning dur-
ing compound training. This outcome would be reminiscent of
the distinction between early learning theories (Bush and Mos-
teller, 1951a,b), in which predictions are elemental and tied to
specific cues, and more modern theories (Rescorla and Wagner,
1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981), in which predictions are explicitly
summed across all available cues. Clearly neural systems can and
likely do employ both strategies. One explanation of the behav-
ioral results would be if this theoretical dichotomy were reflected
in the neural processing of these two areas.

The second, weaker alternative prediction was that activity
in BLA might reflect these novel estimates but that they would
be entirely dependent upon the OFC. This outcome would
indicate that this information is present and available in the
BLA, but that its availability depends on OFC function. This
would be consistent with a model in which BLA acquires and
perhaps represents independently the historical, retrospective
information, while requiring feedback from OFC to signal the
integrated predictions.

Our results are in accord with the latter prediction. Single
units in the BLA developed responses to the cues with training,
and the firing of these neurons increased with compounding (and
decreased with uncompounding) of cues in a way that seemed to
directly track the inferred reward predictions. Indeed, even
though we have found that learning does not depend on BLA in

this setting (Haney et al., 2010), the increase in firing to the com-
pound cue predicted subsequent evidence of learning. In each
case, the neural correlates were similar to what we have observed
in OFC (Takahashi et al., 2013).

However, all of these neural features depended entirely on the
OFC because they were abolished by ipsilateral OFC lesions. Sin-
gle units recorded in lesioned rats did not change firing when the
cues were compounded or uncompounded, nor did their firing
relate to behavior. This is not because the rats did not learn.
Lesions were unilateral, and the rats showed entirely normal be-
havior both during compound training and during extinction.
The effects of ipsilateral OFC lesions were also restricted to the
neural phenomenon, integration of the predictions, thought to
be OFC-dependent. Lesioned rats exhibited similar levels of cue-
evoked firing during conditioning and showed the same change
in this cue-evoked activity with learning. Thus, acquisition of the
historical, retrospective associations by BLA neurons was not ap-
preciably affected by the OFC lesions. It was only in the ability of
the BLA to represent (and learn from) the novel predictions that
the effect was evident. Interestingly, this is somewhat similar to
what we have observed previously in BLA of OFC-lesioned rats
learning odor discriminations (Saddoris et al., 2005). In that
study, we found that the representations established to the pre-
dictive cues with learning were relatively unaffected by OFC le-
sions; however, the outcome expectant firing that occurred after
the rat had responded and was waiting for reward was much
weaker in the rats lacking an OFC. To the extent, this firing re-
flects a prediction about the reward that is generated on-the-fly
based on the prior learning, its sensitivity to OFC damage would
parallel our current results.

Yet, if the BLA has information about the novel prediction
during over-expectation, then why is it not necessary for learning
in this context? The obvious answer is that information can be
represented in an area, even though that area is not strictly nec-
essary for any one task that requires that information. In the case
of Pavlovian over-expectation, the information is likely present
across an array of structures, starting perhaps with prefrontal
areas such as the OFC. Indeed the OFC itself may drive learning
by presenting this information to downstream areas, such as the
midbrain dopamine neurons, without the involvement of the
amygdala (Schoenbaum et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2009, 2011).
This is not to minimize the importance of the presence of the
information within BLA; its presence likely has very important
implications for what the BLA is able to monitor and adjust in
more complex behavioral settings. For example, the BLA is not
required for using information to support Pavlovian reinforcer
devaluation induced by illness when only a single outcome is at
stake (Pickens et al., 2003). However there is evidence that the
BLA becomes more important when multiple outcomes are used
and/or outcome value is manipulated by selective satiation
(Johnson et al., 2009). Moreover, it has been shown that gusta-
tory areas just caudal to the OFC exhibit BLA-dependent antici-
patory encoding of outcomes (Samuelsen et al., 2012). The role of
OFC-dependent outcome expectancies in BLA might be more
apparent in updating representations downstream in tasks that
emphasize tracking multiple outcomes and more complex forms
of learning. For example, if the compounded cues predict differ-
ent outcomes, rats may be able to appropriately assign credit for
the one that is omitted in compound training. Such ability might
require the BLA to have updated outcome predictions from OFC,
to generate more specific teaching signals.

In contrast, we have previously shown that inactivation of
the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeN) disrupts learning in
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response to over-expectation (Haney et al., 2010). Thus, the
over-expectation paradigm provides a behavioral setting in
which ABL and CeN may function in parallel rather than in
serial. One possibility is that the role of CeN in over-
expectation reflects the involvement of this area in supporting
attentional function (Holland and Gallagher, 1993; Maddux et
al., 2007; Calu et al., 2010) rather than any selective role in
representing certain types of associative information. Addi-
tional studies are required to evaluate these possible
explanations.

In conclusion, the current data support the dichotomy be-
tween BLA and the OFC in representing associative informa-
tion acquired through past, direct experience versus
manipulating that same information to derive novel estimates
to guide future behavior and learning. They do not however
support a strict division of labor, such as that between formal
learning theory accounts. Instead, perhaps not surprisingly,
they show that, in an intact brain information is represented
across multiple components of the circuit. Its precise role in
any one area will be governed by that area’s function and also
what other parts of the circuit are capable of supporting in
isolation.
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